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Diversity and Inclusion
Why it matters to us!

Covéa Insurance a great place to work. We are
committed to supporting all our employees to
thrive and develop in our open and inclusive
environment, and are proud of our culture, our
values and aim to develop our ability to attract,
recruit and retain the best people from diverse
talent pools.
We are proud of our workplace which is inviting,
welcoming and supportive to all people, whatever
their age, race, religion, gender or sexual
orientation, avoiding stereo types. We welcome
diversity of thinking, preference and skills - it’s
well documented that diverse teams foster more
diverse thinking and diverse thinking delivers
better business outcomes, which is critical to our
ambitious growth plans and future success.
Having recently carried out a gender gap analysis
of our employees, it is clear that while women
are well represented within the business overall,
they are not reaching the most senior roles in
equivalent numbers to their male colleagues.
Covéa Insurance has therefore created a gender
balance strategy and action plan to address this
shortfall and are embarking on a journey to create
an agile and representative Covéa family as our
first step towards achieving our target of gender
balance across our organisation.

Lisa Meigh,
Director of HR and Learning,
Covéa Insurance

Our Gender Balance Strategy
Our vision
Our overarching aim is to be a workplace which
maximises performance and capability by enabling
women and men to thrive equally. The strategy aims to
promote gender balance at all levels of the business and
ensure our culture and practices support all our people to
develop their talents and aspirations.
The strategy also aims to ensure we are able to attract
and recruit new talent by appealing to new and existing
talent pools. As an industry that has historically attracted
a predominance of males we are embracing the
challenge of making insurance and specifically Covéa
Insurance, a career of choice for women too.

Adrian Furness,
Claims & Operations Director,
Covéa Insurance

Goals and Objectives
To deliver our aspirations, we have created a Gender Action Plan (GAP). Targets were set in June 2016 by the Executive
Committee and the project is sponsored by the Operations Director, Adrian Furness. The GAP focuses on opportunities
to support the growth and development of future leaders, creating new talent pipelines and having platforms in place
for all employees to reach their full potential.
50 % of the UK population are women, and 52% of Covéa Insurance’s people are women, yet women make up fewer
than 31% of our senior leadership team, and 13% of the Executive Committee (as at April 2016).
In order to reach gender balance across Covéa Insurance, a number of actions are required to support the attraction,
career progression and retention of women. The below themes have been identified as key factors in reaching our
goals and will ultimately bring benefits to all of our employees:

Our Gender Balance Strategy
Leadership and Culture
Change begins at the top, through our Executive Committee having a shared understanding of the need for change
and the desired future state. This sets the tone and begins the cultural shift within our organisation bringing the
desired momentum for change.
1.

Executive Team leadership of the GAP with ongoing active and visible sponsorship for advocacy and role models
for change.
Timeline: Immediate and ongoing

2.  M
 ember of the Executive Team formally responsible and recognised as the Champion for gender diversity and
inclusion, ensuring accountability for the GAP and keeping projects aligned with business strategy. This will
provide credibility and will ensure the required influence to change attitudes and behaviours within the business.
Timeline: Immediate and ongoing
3.  S
 enior leadership to be held accountable for their commitment to the strategy and the success of change under
their influence. This will be reflected through direct links to bonus structure of senior
leadership.
Timeline: Q1 2017
4.  S
 howcase leadership profiles both internally and externally to raise awareness of careers available to women
(particularly in non-traditional roles) and highlight opportunities and achievements.
Timeline: Immediate and ongoing
5.

Show a broad commitment to gender balance by becoming signatory to the Women in Finance charter and
formally cement a commitment to change.
Timeline: Q4 2016

Data, Inclusion and Representation
Gender data will be collected, analysed and reported on internally to ensure processes are supporting our aims and
vision and we are able to track and understand progress. The GAP will be integrated into all business areas and
become BAU with managers held to account.
1.  G
 ender data to be reviewed and measured against previous years to track progress. Reporting data will include
employee composition by gender and level, promotions, appointments at Management level (and above), new
starters including separate break-down for apprentice and graduate intakes, flexible
(part-time) employees.
Timeline: April 2016 and quarterly thereafter
2.  Publish gender metrics and progress on the Company website on an annual basis.
Timeline: January 2018 and annually thereafter

Our Gender Balance Strategy
3.  T
 argets set for female representation within the Towers Watson grading system at 50/50 across three cohorts who
span the company grading system:
• Cohort 1 – TW bands 5-9 (non-management);
• Cohort 2 – TW bands 10-12 (senior employees and team leaders);
• Cohort 3 – TW bands 13-17 (management and senior leaders).
Incremental year on year movement will support our aspiration to have gender balanced new appointments within
these cohorts by 2019.
Timeline: Immediate and ongoing
4.  Retention of females to be proportionately equivalent to that of males.
Timeline: Immediate and ongoing
 ll targets are based on current data and the identified interventions to increase opportunities for women at
A
Covéa Insurance. The targets have been designed to be ambitious. They take into account a number of variable
factors which will impact the success of the strategy. These include: attrition, business growth and planned
recruitment, opportunities arising for promotion and career advancement.

Policy and Process
All policies and practices around recruitment, progression and promotions, including all in-house development
programmes to be reviewed with the intention of strengthening our capabilities to ensure women are getting the
right development, exposure and support along with the same opportunities to develop and advance their careers.
1.  R
 eview the flexible working policy and process and highlight family friendly practices to ensure flexible working is
fully considered and offered in line with business needs across each area of the business, regardless of grade or
gender. Create a guideline for managers to accompany the updated policy to ensure consistency is embedded.
Timeline: Q3 2016
2.  P
 romote greater access to flexible work practices (on the back of the review and roll-out of the updated flexible
working policy), highlighting the enhancements to the policy and promoting flexible working being open to all.
Empower individuals to make the right choices for their personal circumstances when it comes to flexible working.
Timeline: Q4 2016 and ongoing
3.  P
 romote effectiveness of the keep in touch scheme (KIT days) for employees on maternity leave through showcasing benefits (e.g. eases feeling of isolation, work life balance (trial ideas for flexible working solutions that may
work well for individual circumstances), and supports extra income to top up salary whilst receiving statutory
maternity pay.
Timeline: Q2 2017 and ongoing

Our Gender Balance Strategy
Learning and Development
Covéa Insurance is committed to providing the relevant structures and development programmes to best support its
people to reach their full potential in the workplace.
1.  D
 evelop a unique platform to develop the female leadership population (Inspire Leading Women) offering a
range of interventions to enhance individual personal effectiveness as a leader. Through a series of seminars and
networking events, Inspire Leading Women will offer a platform for our female leaders to realise and fulfil their
potential by exploring the issues and challenges pertinent to women in leadership positions today.
Timeline: Q2 2016
2.  R
 eview options for career development across non-linear career paths (agile workforce) to provide increased
knowledge, expertise and broader business awareness.
Timeline: Q4 2016
3.  R
 eview the existing mentor scheme to promote formal mentoring for all those identified within the talent
pipeline. Utilise senior women across the business to become mentors to those identified in the talent pipeline
in order to support, guide and advocate talented women and identify and resolve issues through shared
experiences and achievements – role modelling the next generation of senior women leaders.
Timeline: Q2 2017
4.  I ntroduce a dedicated development programme for all middle tier talent across the business to revitalise,
motivate and empower for career succession. Sessions to be run on a quarterly basis and are intended to be
fast-paced, high-energy and motivational targeting a number of key leadership themes (e.g. networking,
resilience, emotional intelligence).
Timeline: Q1 2017
5.  R
 eview the existing coaching programme to ensure all those identified within the talent pipeline are supported.
Empower employees to proactively find new solutions to blocks or challenges, unlock potential and maximise
performance.
Timeline: Q2 2017
6.  A
 ll in-house development programmes to be reviewed to include deeper knowledge and awareness of diversity
and inclusion.
Timeline: Q4 2016
7.  I mplement a maternity / paternity coaching programme which supports transitioning out / into the business
during an extended period away from the working environment. Ensure the programme incorporates discussions
around future aspirations post maternity leave, and provides support for managers to have these conversations.
Timeline: Q3 2016

Our Gender Balance Strategy
Attraction and Retention
Covéa Insurance is committed to attracting a broad range of candidates, applying a fair and robust selection process
and having a more diverse and representative workforce.
1.  R
 eview our recruitment and attraction strategy (Employee Value Proposition (EVP)) to ensure we are developing a
brand as an employer of women at all levels and across all areas of the business.
Timeline: Q4 2016
2.  D
 evelop new and innovative ways of communicating, engaging, and on-boarding women. Promoting our
engaged and inclusive culture to support all employees (men and women) within an industry which has fantastic
career paths open to all.
Timeline: Q4 2016 and ongoing
3.  Review the way job descriptions are worded to ensure they appeal equally to men and women.
Timeline: Q4 2016
4.  E
 xamine recruitment processes to ensure they are not unconsciously gender biased. Review assessment
techniques to ensure all applicants best demonstrate suitability and their full potential.
Timeline: Q2 2017
5.  Educate recruiting managers and those attending assessment days on unconscious bias.
Timeline: Q2 2017
6.  D
 evelop relationships with Schools, Colleges, Apprenticeship providers, Universities and employment agencies
to champion Insurance for women and attract female employees through creation of a pipeline to purposefully
target talented women.
Timeline: Q2 2017 and ongoing

Our Gender Balance Strategy
Investment and Visibility
Creating knowledge both internally and externally around the women’s agenda and generating support and
commitment to making change happen will be achieved through maximising opportunities to showcase our
aspirations and achievements.
1.  C
 ommunicate the strategy vision and aims to all internal stakeholders in a way that people understand the
context, purpose and need. Share details of the actions to be taken and the intended outcomes in a consistent
manner and on a regular basis. Generate awareness, influence acceptance and leverage commitment.
Timeline: Q4 2016 and quarterly thereafter
2.  S
 howcase role models and publish case studies of men and women who use flexible working arrangements to
meet their work and life commitments. Focus on women and men in non-traditional roles to further demonstrate
diversity, along with those in senior positions demonstrating you can balance and succeed in all your
commitments.
Timeline: Q4 2016 and timely thereafter
3.  C
 apitalise on the company commitment and inroads made across the organisation on gender diversity through
regular promotion of our actions to external stakeholders.
Timeline: Q4 2016 and at milestones / timely thereafter
4.  C
 reate and maximise opportunities to connect and establish links with other organisations (including
competitors) to lead the way for women within our industry and build and progress the women’s agenda to
achieve the greater good across our sector.
Timeline: Immediate and ongoing

Our Gender Balance Strategy
Measuring Success
Reporting on gender equity will fall under the HR function and will be embedded into their processes and shared with
all stakeholders within the GAP.
Incremental changes are expected across all cultural goals and objectives year on year, with a long-term view (three
years) to reach key milestones. Key performance measures include:
• E
 xecutives and leaders across the organisation are engaged in gender diversity and taking action or
demonstrating personal commitment in creating a gender diverse culture.
• S
 hift in gender balance in senior leadership positions and promotion of women across the business
(proportionate to that of males).
• Women are retained at an ever increasing rate.
• Extent to which employees are satisfied that they have work/ life balance
Policy and process driven goals and objectives will be clearer to define and measure, with key performance measures
including:
• GAP directly linked to LTIPs (senior leadership bonus strategy).
• S
 ignatory to the Women in Finance Charter, supporting industry initiatives and making a case for Insurance as a
career choice for women.
• Uptake and take-up of flexible working arrangements.
• Systems & processes in place to attract and retain women that are delivering progress towards Gender balance.
• Business areas provide data and evidence of progress
• The business tracks and monitors the attraction, interviewing and recruitment of women.
• Women supported and provided with opportunities for development to maximise their potential.
• Targeted mentoring and coaching programmes in place for talented females identified within the talent pipeline.

In summary
Covéa Insurance is committed to creating the best performing, gender balanced organisation and leadership
team. We aim to be a workplace which maximises performance and capability by enabling women and men to
thrive equally.
Research has shown that companies with more women in leadership roles are outperforming their competitors,
have a rounded view of risk, are better at developing their people and have high engagement levels. These
benefits, along with gender equality simply being ‘the right thing to do’ will ensure we strive for our goals and
report positive results.
In achieving our aims, we need to attract, retain and develop a gender balanced people portfolio. This will be
achieved through delivery against the Gender Action Plan (GAP), with key focus areas including senior leadership
accountability, robust internal targets, the growth & development of leadership pipelines, innovative ways of
attracting women to our industry, family friendly policies, targeted learning and development platform, publishing
progress on our company website and demonstrating commitment to the women’s agenda within our industry.
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